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Abstract. In this paper we study structuredPcl pulsations(also called Pcl
pearls) observedon ground, concentratingon the relation betweenthe pearl
repetition period •- and the wave frequencyf. Earlier studiessuggestthat the
product•-f is roughlyconstant.We reexaminethis relation and showthat a simple
inverselaw is excluded.Instead, our observationssuggestthe relation •- c• f-P, with
p - 0.59 4- 0.06, posinga new, strict constrainton theoriesof Pc1 pearl formation.
We alsostudy the L dependenceof variouscombinationsof •- and f usinga model L
value and extract

additional

constraints from these• combinations.

We discuss these

constraintsin the bouncingwave packet model of pearl formation and determine
the range of allowedparametervaluesin this model. We presenttwo modelsof
energeticions with different L distributionsand showthat one of them can be
excluded by the constraints derived. We also discusshow to further improve on
theseconstraintsto better test the bouncingwave packetmodel and other theories
of Pc1 pearl formation.
tion are expectedto be compensatedduring subsequent
crossingsof the wavegrowth regionaroundthe equator.
The first Pc1 waveswereobservedby Harang [1936] This hypothesisof a bouncingwavepacket(BWP) has
and $ucksdorff[1936].
$ucksdorff[1936]
alsointroduced been the leading model of Pc1 pearls for more than 30
the "namepearl necklace"to denotea chain of separate, years.
regularly repeated wave bursts or pearls. Pc1 pearls,
However, several other theories of pearl for•nation
also called structured Pc1, are frequently observedon have been proposed. For example, Polyakov et al.
ground, especiallyat mid- and low latitudes, where they
1. Introduction

[1983]haveproposeda feedbackmodelwherethe ionoare the dominanttype of Pc1 activity [Benioff,1960]. sphereis modified by the Pc1 waves. This is basically a

An example of a Pc1 pearl chain is seenin the sonogram
of Figure 1.
Later, during the secondphaseof Pc1 studies, it was
reported that the individual wave packets constituting
a pearl necklace are seen alternately in the two oppo-

refinement of the BWP model including an active role
by the ionospheres.Another model is based on the observation that a typical pearl repetition period is close
to the bounceperiod of ions of appropriate energy. A
group of phase-bunchedions could modulate the wave
sitehemispheres
[Yanagihara,
1963;Gendrinand Troit- growth and raise Pc1 bursts at the ion repetition peskaya,1965].This soonled to the suggestion
[Obayashi, riod. A third model suggeststhat long-period ULF
1965] that the pearl seriesrepresentsa succession
of wavescould producenonbouncingPc1 burstsby affectecho signals of a wave that oscillates along geomag- ing relevant plasma parameters and thus modifying the
netic field lines in a magnetosphericwaveguide and is equatorial Pc1 growth rate. In fact, a few recent studreflectedfrom the endsof this waveguidein the opposite ies have presentedevidence for Pc1 wave bursts that are
hemispheres.The lossesof wave energy during refiec-

phaselockedwith long-periodULF waves[Fraseret al.,
1992; Rasinkangas et al., 1994; Plyasova-Bakounina et

•Now at GeophysicalObservatory,Sodankyl/i,Finland
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al., 1996]or, at least,havea repetitionperiodequalto
the period of simultaneousULF waves[Mursulaet al.,
1997;Rasinkangas
and Mursula,1998].
During the last 30 years a number of papers have
studied variousproperties of Pc1 pearls observedon the
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Figure 1. Sonogramshowinga chainof Pcl pearlsregisteredat Oulu on September1, 1993,
from 0600-0800UT. (The verticalbarsare hour marks).

ground. One related empirical fact is that the relative
variation of the product of the repetition period 1. and
the wave frequency f is lessthan the relative variations
of f and 1. separately, which has led to the long-held
conclusionthat the product 1.f is roughly constant at

relation. We also study the L dependenceof several
combinationsof 1. and f. In section 3 we derive the
BWP model prediction for the 1.- f relation and for
the L dependenceof the variouscombinations,using a
general power law assumptionfor the unknown paraabout 100 (wherethe times are givenin seconds)(for meters. Moreover, two simple modelsof energeticions
earlypapers,see,e.g., Troitskayaand Guglielmi[1967]). are presented, which lead to different L distributions
However,we will showin this paper, e.g., that this strict of ion velocities. In section4 we comparethe observainverse law between 1. and f is not valid, but, rather, tions with BWP model predictions,extract the rangeof
a more complicated relation with negative correlation parameter valuesallowedby the presentstudy, and sugexists between the two variables.
This demonstrates
gest improvements to be obtained from fi•ture studies.
that many of the basic experimental features of Pc1 Section 5 concludes our main results.
pearls are still on a rather loose basis and that new,
detailed studies of Pc1 pearls are needed.
2. Data
and Observations
On the other hand, observationsof repetitive Pc1
In this study we have analyzed Pc1 pearls observed
bursts by satellite instruments are few, mainly because
of the satellite orbit.
Fraser et al.
at Sodankyl&
(L - 5.1) and Oulu (L - 4.3) duringthe
[1989]observeda structuredPc1 waveeventwith 1. = second half of 1993. Structured Pc1 pulsations were
135-160s and f = 0.65 Hz. Erlandsonet al. [1996] observedduring 25 days, and the total amount of pearl
studied an event with 1. - 154 s and f - 0.6 Hz. Some- eventswas 39. From these events,the midfrequencyf

of the limitations

what shorter repetition periods of 55-60 s and higher and the repetition period 1. at that frequencywere defrequencies(f = 1.5 Hz) were observedby Erlandson termined for a total of 94 samples.A sampleis defined

et al. [1992]at lowerlatitudes. In all thesecases,the as follows:(1) it is a segmentof a Pc1 pearl event,(2)
1.f product roughly agreeswith eachother and with the
abovementionedground-basedvalueof about 100. This
verifiesthe consistencybetweensatellite and groundob-

the relative changeof the midfrequencyis no more than

10%, and (3) the numberof wavepackets(pearls)included is at least 20. The midfrequencyranged from
0.31 to 1.9 Hz, with a median at 0.73 Hz. The short-

servationsof Pc1 pearls. However,it doesnot give additional evidencefor the bouncingwave packetmodel est (longest)repetitionperiodwas57 s (276s), andthe

[Mursulaet al., 1997].OnlyPertaut[1982]hasdetected median period was 142 s.
a chainof pearlscloseto the equatorwith a repetition
period(r -- 240s; f -- 0.3 Hz) half that observed
on the
ground, supportingthe bouncingwave packetmodel.
The main objectiveof the presentstudy is to reexamine the relation betweenthe repetition period and the
wave frequencyof Pc1 pearlsobservedon the ground.
In section2 we analyze a number of Pc1 pearls observedin Finland. We find that 1.and f are not simply
inverselyrelated but, rather, have a more complicated

We have plotted the repetition period 1. as a function of f in a log-log plot in Figure 2. As expected
from earlier results, there is a strong negativecorrelation betweenthe two variables. The least squaresfit to
the data resultsin the followingproportionalityrelation

(line depictedin Figure2):

1'""f-0.593:k0.054

(1)

with a correlationcoefficient
R --0.75. (The tilde will
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1500 to 0600 (nightside).In the 0600-0900,0900-1200,
ß

ß

and 1200-1500 MLT sectors the most recent, the two
most recent, and the three most recent Kp values, respectively,are to be omitted when Kpmax is determined

5.5

[Carpenterand Anderson,1992].
ß ß

ß
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First, we studied the L dependenceof the product wf.
In Figure 3 this product is shownas a log-logscatterplot
with respect to the model L value. The product varies
from 53 to 185, with a median value of 111, in a good
agreement with earlier observations. However, Figure 3
reveals a very large scatter of points, and only a weak
decreasingdependenceof wf on L can be observed.The
best fit to the data gives the following relation:

ß

4.5

rf .• L-0'648+0'509

I I
ß

(3)
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with R - -0.165. Note, however,that we have included
in Figure 3 only those samples that started in the local time sectorof 0500-1200 LT. These samplestogether
form some64 % of the wholeset. Sincethe plasmapause
is sharper and better defined in the morning sector, it

Figure 2. Distributionof the repetitionperiodr of the is expectedthat the actualwavesourcelocationbetobservedPcl pearlsversustheir frequencyf. Note the . ter corresponds
there to the plasmapause
locationpredoublelogarithmicscale.The line givesthe best linear
dicted
by
the
inodel
used.
Without
this
local
time limfit.

be usedhere to denotea proportionalityrelation). It
is interesting to note that this result deviates by more
than

7 standard

deviations

from the strict

inverse rela-

tion betweenr and f reported earlier.
Let us now turn to study the L dependenceof some
combinations of r and f. Several ground-basedstud-

itation no correlationis observedand the powerin (3)
for the wholesetis 0.13+ 0.30 (R - 0.045),i.e., consistent with zero. In section4 we discussthe experimental
limitationsfor the observabilityof the L dependence
of
r f in more detail.
We havealsostudiedthe L dependenceof someother
combinationsof w and f. An interestingcombinationis

ies [Heacock,1971; Roth and Orr, 1975; Lewis et al.,
1977; Baransky et al., 1981; Fraser et al., 1984; Web-

ster and Fraser,1985]haveshownthat the ionospheric

ß

5.2

foot point of Pc1 pearls is connectedwith the position
of the plasmapause.Satellite observationsof pearls are
rather few, mainly becauseof the limitation mentioned

ß

ß

ß
ß

ß

ß

ß
ß

ß

above,but they areconsistent
with this result[Fraseret

ß

ß

!

ß

ß

ß

ß

al., 1989; Erlandson et al., 1992; Mursula et al., 1994;

ß

ß

ß

Erlandsonet al., 1996;Erlandsonand Anderson,1996].
Sinceplasma gradientsare known to help wavesremain

guidedin the field-aligneddirection[Rauchand Roux,
1982; Mazur and Potapov, 1983; Thorne and Horne,

ß

4.4

ß

1992],the connectionof Pc1 pearlswith plasmapause
is also theoretically well motivated.
Accordingly,with a lack of direct observations,we assume in the followingthat the L value of the Pc1 pearl
sourcefield line can be reasonablywell approximatedby

ß

ß

ß

ß

ß

ß
ß

4.0

the L valueof the plasmapause,
i.e., L _ Lp. The location of the plasmapausewas determined for each event

,

1.3

from the modelby Carpenterand Anderson[1992],ac-

'4

1.

'
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1.

,

'6

1.

1.7

Ln(L)

cording to

Lp = 5.6 -- 0.46Kpmax.

(2) Figure $. Distribution of the rf product of observed

Here Kpmax is the maximum Kp index during the last

Pc1 pearls versusthe model L value. Only events that
started

in the 0500-1200

LT sector are included.

Note

24 hours(eight3-hourvalues)beforethe eventif it oc- the double logarithmic scale. The line gives the best
curredin the magneticlocal time (MLT) sectorfrom linear fit.
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vg- cA(1- w/•)3/2(1- w/2•)-•

(6)

6.5-

Here cA is the Alfv•n velocity,w is the wave (angular) frequency,and • is the ion gyrofrequency.Tile
last (proportionality)part of (5) is valid in the lowfrequency(Alfv•n) limit usedhere, neglectingthe fre-

6.0-

quencydependenceof the wave velocity and approxi-

5.5-

matingthe wavegroupvelocityvgby the Alfv•n velocity cA.

On the other hand, the resonancecondition of Pcl

5.0-

excitation[Cornwall,1965]in the samelimit givesthe
followingestimate for the wave frequency:
4.5-

f • fo(c•/v)
4.0-

(7)

wheref0 - •0/2• (•0 - eB/mi is the equatorialgyrofrequencyof an ion with chargee and massmi) and
v is the parallel velocity of resonant protons. Now, us-

3.5
1.3

'4
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Figure 4. Distributionof the r/f

ing (5) and (7), we find the followingproportionality
equation of the product:
1

ratio of observed

wf.•fo(1/v)
• vLa• L•-2

Pcl pearls versus the model L value. Only events that
started in the 0500-1200

LT sector are included.

(8)

Note

the double logarithmic scale. The line gives the best
linear fit.

wherethe appro•nation 1 • RzL (Rz is the Earth's
r•ius) w• used. In the l•t form of (8) we have•sumed a general power law form for the L dependence
of the parallel velocity v • L -•. The theoretical value
of the coefficient • is discussed in sections 3.1. and 3.2.

the r/f ratio, whichis considerably
moreL dependent
than the rf product. We haveplottedthe r/f ratio as Note also that the Al•n
a function of the model L value in a log-logscatterplot
in Figure 4 and find the followingbest fit relation:

z/f .• L4'524-1'06

velocity and thus the dependenceon equatorial density cancelin the rf product.

Similarly,the r/f ratio attainsthe followingapproximate

(4)

lv

r/f • focA
2• vNoL
10
• L10-v-d (9)

with R -- 0.49. Accordingly,the observationsindicate

a strongL dependence
on r/f.

form:

As in Figure3, the re-

sult of Figure 4 is for the limited dependencesampleset
from the morning sector. This local time limitation considerably increasedthe L dependenceand reducedthe

scatterin Figure4. The powerin (4) for the wholeset

wherewe havetaken a generalpowerlaw form for the L
dependenceof the nearequatorialproton density N0 •

L-a. (Thepowerlawdependence
withd • 4 isfavored
by observations
[Fa•gia et al., 1989].)Next wediscuss

is 2.3 4- 0.7, i.e., smaller but still significantlynonzero.

two simple models that yield a different L dependence
for the parallel velocity v.

3.

3.1. Adiabatic

Model

Estimates

Heating Model

We now study the bouncingwave packet model and
This model makesthe assumptionthat the first adiits predictions for the above relations between r, f,
abatic invariant is approximately conservedduring the
and L. According to this model, the repetition pe- inward drift of particles from the outer magnetosphere
riod of bouncing ion cyclotron wavescan be calculated (magnetopause).
Usingthis assumption,
oneobtains

fromthe integral[see,e.g.,Nishida,1978;Guglielmiand
Pokhotelov,1996]:

•o
1_dl
Vg

where 1 is the bounce length along the field line between conjugate ionospheres. The group velocity of
waves propagating along the field line, in the case of
a single-componentplasma, is

(•o)
where•m is the ion (proton)gyrofrequency
at the magnetopauseand Vsw is the solar wind velocity. Accord-

ingly,in this modely- 3/2 and (8) and (9) attain the
form:

rf-• L-ø'5

(11)

w/f .• Ls's-•.

(12)
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(Notealsothat theseproportionality
relations
arevalid, the L dependenceof the rf product alonedoesnot yield
whatever the sourceor initial energy of particles may

a strict

There

constraint

on these models.

are a number

of factors that contribute to the
be, as longas the adiabaticevolutionis followed,since
the L dependence
doesnot dependon the initial velocity large scatter of points in Figure 3. As seenabove, the
dependenceof rf on L is different in the two models,
of particlesbeforeadiabaticdrift.)
but it is not very strongin either. A very large fraction
3.2. Resonant
Particle
Model
(about 95 %) of Pcl sampleshave a very small range

of about L = 4- 5 only. Supposingthis is the actual
distribution of Pcl sourcelocation, the variation in rf
expected in the two modelswould be rather small, only
about 13 % and 38 %, respectively. This considerably
limits the experimental observability of the L dependence. The limited L range has several sources.First,
the observedL range correspondsto the L valuesof the
two stations used. This suggeststhat the observability
[Nishida,1978]:
of Pcls having their foot point closeto the stations is
considerablyfavoredcomparedwith thosefarther away.
Here the convection electric field E½ is measured in units Second,some90 % of samplesoccurredduring moderof i]$M$/cR• - 14.4mV/m, whereg$ is the rota- ate magneticactivity with Kpmax•_ 3+ (medianvalue
tional angular velocity of the Earth and Me is its mag- of Kpmaxwas2+). During suchmoderategeomagnetic
netic moment. The resonant particle model relates to conditionsthe plasmapauseposition remainsat a rather
the fact that ions of appropriate energy can penetrate limited L range. Third, the plasmapause
model [Carfrom the plasmasheetinto the plasmasphere,i.e., down penter and Anderson,1992]may not be sufficientlyexto L • Lp in the eveningsector.Thereforea "wedge"- act to be used in the present study since it gives only
shaped(quasi-discrete)
energyspectrumof protonscan the average plasmapauseposition.
be formedin the eveningsector,as observed,e.g., by the
As seenabove,the r/f ratio, contraryto the rf prodExplorer45 satellite [Smithand Hoffman,1974]. The uct, also dependson the equatorial density, i.e., on the
edgeof the wedgewas found to penetrate into the plas- slopeparameterd (see (9)). On the other hand, the
masphere
to L - L' • Lp, wherethe ion energydistri- r/f ratio is considerablymore L dependentthan the
bution function has roughlythe form of a delta function r f product. Therefore, the problem of the small dy-

Here we present a model of resonant particles, which
leads to a different L dependenceof the parallel velocity v and thereby to different relations between r and
f. It is known that the size of plasmaspheredepends
on the large-scale convection electric field within the
magnetosphere. In particular, the plasmapauseposition at 1800 LT is determined by the following relation

5(e- e'). Gu.qlielmi
andPokhotelov
[1996]
madea the- namicrange(variation)of the L valuediscussed
above

oretical model to relate these parameters to the value

is greatly alleviated,and the L dependence
of the r/f

of the convection

ratio can be reliably determined. Accordingly,the ob-

electric

-

field as follows:

servedvalueof the L dependence
of the r/f ratio (equation (4)) canconstrainthe valueof d in the two models.

-

where the theoretical estimates of the parameters are
a • 1.2 and b • 0.4 and the energy z is measuredin
!

In the adiabatic heating model the powerd can roughly
vary between 3 and 5, in the resonant particle model
it variesbetween4 and 6. (The accurateconstraints

unitsof ef•M•/cRr
- 92 keV.
One obtainsfrom (14) the velocitydistributionv oc are depictedalsoin Figure 5.) Thesevaluesare fairly

L-x/2; that is, y - 1/2, whenthe resonant
particle reasonable when compared with

the observed equatorial plasma distributions in the plasmasphere,where a

model yields

L-X.

typicalvalueis d •, 4 [Farwugia
et al., 1989].
Finally, we would still like to emphasizethat all the
aboveL-dependentresultsare basedon usingthe tnodel

Lp valueas a Pc1 sourcefield line. This assumes
that
4.

Discussion

4.1. L Dependence

Note that the observedL dependenceof the wf prod-

uct (equation(3)) hasa negativepower,aspredictedby
both models.(Of course,owingto the poor correlation
of R = -0.165 only,this resultis on a veryweakbasis.)
Actually, the value of the slopein (3) is rather close
to the value (v = 0.5) given by the resonantparticle

the pearl sourcefollowsthe plasmapauseand that the
plasmapauselocation is sufficientlyaccurately given by

the CarpenterandAnderson[1992]model. Considering
the simplicity of these assumptions,it is quite remarkable that the observationsyield resultsthat are in fairly
good agreementwith theoretical estimates. In a recent

study,Erlandsonand Anderson[1996]analyzedthe lo-

cation of Pcls observedin the ionospherewith respect
to the plasmapause,using the same model as a proxy
model. However, the experimental error is so large that for the plasmapauseposition. They found that 70 %
the adiabatic heating model almost fits with within the of the events were within 2 RE from the plasmapause.
lt• (onestandarddeviation)error. Therefore,whilebe- This implies either that the Pcls are not always exing in overallagreementwith the two presentedmodels, actly at the plasmapausebut can often be found 1-2 RE
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away from it or that the plasmapauseposition given by
the model deviates from the correct value by the same
amount. It is clear that the œ dependencecan be tested
more reliably only when a better, model-independent
estimate of the pearl sourcefield line is available. This
would require a very dense ground-basedmagnetoIneter network or an extensive satellite-ground conjugate
study.
4.2. The 7.- f Relation
Let us now study the direct relation between 7. and
f. As seenin Figure 2, thesetwo variablesare strongly

3

(negatively)correlated,but the observed
relationin (1)
deviates from the conventionally assumed, strictly inverse relation by more than 7 standard deviations. Having found this new, nontrivial relation, it is interesting
to study whether the BWP model can accommodate
this result. Note that using a direct, L-independent
relation, we can avoid the above discussedproblem of
not knowing the correct L value. Let us now derive the
relation between 7. and f within the BWP model. Using the above definitions, the L dependenceof the wave

2

1

0 [

I

!
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Figure 5. Constraint on the parameters of the bouncing wave packet •nodel ensuingfrom the observed7.- f

frequencyf (equation(7)) can be found:

relation (solid line) (dashedlines presentthe 1 cr limits). Verticallinesdenotethe two ion distributionmodf ..•fo(cA/V)..•L•+•/2-•.
(17) els(y = 0.5, resonantparticlemodel;y = 1.5, adiabatic
heatingmodel). Horizontallinesdenotethe constraint
Unlessthe power• + d/2 -6 is zero,we can invertthis (1 crlimits) ensuingfromthe 7.If ratio on the two modequation as follows:
els(resonantparticlemodel,dash-dottedline;adiabatic
heatingmodel,dotted line).
L ,.• f•.•+,-•..
(18)
2

Usingthis relation,we finally obtainfrom (5):

in the plasmaspheresuggestsa value of about d • 4

d--8

7'• 1/CA• L4v/No• L4-d/2• ] •.,•+a-•. (19) [Farrugiaet al., 1989]and thereforefavorsthe resonant
particle model. On the other hand, the adiabatic model

Accordingly,the BWP model predictsa highly nontrivial relation between 7. and f, which clearly deviates
from strictly inverseproportionality.As seenin (19),
the 7.- f relation dependson the two parametersy and
d. Therefore the experimental result for the slope in
(1) will give a constraintrelating thesetwo variables.
This constraintis depictedin Figure 5. (Only values
for y • 2 are shownin Figure 5. For y • 2 the power in
(17) becomeszero, and no inversionis possible.There
is another allowed region at y p 2, but this region is
not physically reasonable because of d values that are
too high. The allowed parameter values are located in

disagreeswith observationssignificantly(by nearly 4
standarddeviations)in the caseof suc,
h a low valueof
d.

Let us now comparethe constraint obtained from the
direct 7.- f relation with the constraintfollowingfrom

the L dcpendence
of the 7./f ratio. As shownabove,
the theoreticalvalueof the 7./f ratio depends,in both
modelsdiscussed
above,on the densityparameterd (see
(12) and (16)). The limits on d in the two modelsfollowingfrom the observedvalueof this ratio (equation
(4)) are depictedin Figure 5 as two horizontalbands
at about

d =

3-

5 and d = 4-

6 for the adiabatic

the rather narrow regionbetweenthe two dashed(1 er heating model and the resonantparticle model, respectively. We can see that, in the case of the adiabatic
limit) lines.
The two parameters y and d are strongly correlated
in the allowed region. Accordingly,in the resonantpar-

heating model, the two constraints are in disagreement

(at the 1 crconfidence
level). On the otherhand,in the
ticle model (y = 0.5) a fairly small value of about resonant particle model, the two constraints are cond - 2.5- 4.5 is required in order to agree with ob- sistentand favorthe upper range(d • 4- 4.5) of the
region allowed by the 7. - f relation.
Overall, we can concludethat the observednontrivial
(y - 1.5). Note alsothat the rangeof allowedvalues 7.- f relation can be accommodatedwithin the bouncof d (for fixed y) is decreasing
with y, makingthe con- ing wave packet model for reasonableparameter values.
straint more tight for the adiabatic heating model. The We have used here two different models of ion velocity
experimental information on equatorial plasma density distributions as a demonstration of two different physservations. On the other hand, a much higher value of
about d -- 6-7 is neededin the adiabatic heating model
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in order

to test the bouncingwave packet idea in this parameter
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